
acronym deconstruct interview primary source
active listener delivery irony propaganda
allegory denotative meaning knowledge base readability
alliteration description language convention redraft
allusion descriptive language layout reference source
American literature dialogue lecture relative pronoun
analogy dictation line (in a play) relevant detail
ancient literature divided quotation literal phrase rephrasing
appeal to emotion drama-documentary literary criticism research paper
appeal to logic dramatic dialogue literary device resource material
assonance dramatic mood change literature review restatement
author's purpose elaboration lyric poem rhythm
autobiographical narrative electronic media mechanics (language) sarcasm
autobiography emotional appeal metaphor satire
background knowledge emphasis meter secondary source
ballad enunciation methodology self-correction
bibliography epic Modern Language Association semicolon
biographical sketch ethics modern literature sentence combining
biography excerpt modifier shades of meaning
blurring of genres exclamation mark multimedia presentation simile
body language exclamatory sentence mythology simple sentence
body of the text explicit/implicit narration skit
censorship exposition narrator slang
character trait expressive writing negotiate soliloquy
characterization extended quotation neoclassic literature standard English
chronology external/internal conflict norm stereotype
clarification extraneous information nuance stream of consciousness
clarity of purpose fact vs. opinion ode structural analysis
climax familiar idiom omniscient point of view subject pronoun
clincher sentence fictional narrative onomatopoeia subjective view
closing figurative language opening monologue supernatural tale
cognate figure of speech overgeneralization synthesize
coherence flashback overstatement target audience
cohesion follow-up sentence overview tension (in a story)
compile footnote packaging text structure
composition structure foreshadowing page format textual clue
compound sentence formal language parable thesis
compound verb formal speech paraphrase thesis statement
concept format parody transition
conjunction fully developed character pastoral translate
contrasting expressions grammatical form peer-response group verb phrase
controlling idea hierarchic structure persona verbal cue
convention historical theme personal narrative vernacular dialect
counter argument hyperbole personification viewpoint
couplet idiom perspective visual aid
criteria inflection persuasion voice inflection
criticism information source phrase grouping word processing
cross-reference interior monologue physical description word reference
cultural influence interjection plagiarism
cultural theme internal conflict poetic element
debate interpretation present tense

"If you don't have vocabulary for a content area, you don't know the content area—
and that's what opens the door for us. We can actually build background knowledge 

by directly teaching certain vocabulary in a certain way." ~ Robert Marzano
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